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**Adjectives:** aesthetics, amenable, antiseptic, average, bake, bumptious, expeditionary, few, gutsy, hourlong, investigative, mental, nice, oppress, peripheral, phenomenal, phonetic, powerful, publishable, scientific, semi-solid, sure, unscrupulous

**Adverbs:** alert, locally

**Verbs:** bother, chuckle, concern, cram, diarize, done, jungle, misappropriate, pair, reassess, re-energize, reoccur, misappropriate, pair, ply, prowl, rummage, snitch, stomp, snitch, squirt, substantiate, upset, vaccinate, vaporize, waffle

**Nouns:** aesthetics, autonomy, availability, bedbug, bibliography, blarney, blood, bonhomie cantatrice, burial, canteen, career, climatology, climatic, confectionery, contra-dance, counter, deadwood, directory, disk, doldrums, editor, exploitation, expose, extraterritoriality, folklore, freightage, gluten, goosebumps, granny, grocery, hair, hand, hansom, junk, kink, larcenist, liberty, life, linguistics, lorgnette, lump, mannerism, maverick, monitor, muttonhead, necropolis, notion, objectivity, overstatement, parachute, pinao, platform, poverty, preceptor, prize, purism, preterhuman, romanticism, scrap-heap, secretaire, seductress, sensualism, shower, sieve, situation, stud, subjectivity, sum, swell, taxman, scrapt-heap, sensitivity, tabulation, tatoo, technologist, transcendentalist, understanding, verve, watershed

**Medical:** accouchement, bleeder, bicephalous, dentistry, dermal, systemic

**Clouds:** cirrus, cirrocumulus, cumulus

**Inventions:** homegenization

**Fashion:** cirrus, dressmaker, fichu, hosiery, moleskin

**Names:** Acadian, Guiness, Indo-China, Louisiana, Maltese, New Orleans

**Phrases:** hand-over-fist

1803: Illustration of a Hansom cab

**Online Etymology Dictionary:** http://etymonline.com/